Background

When did backup become
so overly complicated?

A backup protects against data loss.
If an original is lost, you still have a
copy as a back-up. Data protection
could be as simple as that in a
world without RTO and RPO,
ransomware and natural
disasters. But today, an IT
administrator must think
much more about what
a secure, reliable and
affordable backup
strategy looks like.
Let‘s have a look.
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From backup to recovery strategy
Crucial to the increasing complexity of a backup environment is a
fundamental paradigm shift. For a long time, it was mainly a matter of creating a final safeguard against data loss that one would
hopefully never need again. But today, the need is to implement a
comprehensive and workable strategy to reliably recover data at
any time, at varying depths and speeds. The likelihood of this need
for data recovery has increased significantly due to ransomware.

The cause: Ransomware
With ransomware, data loss due to human error - accidental deletion or misconfiguration - is no longer the main reason for losing
data. And data loss, in turn, is also no longer the main reason for
the need for recovery. Ransomware encrypts payload data so that
access is no longer possible. As a result, IT comes to a standstill,
leading to high costs from downtime, recovery and the actual
ransom payment. In addition to protection against infection, the
most important measure is therefore a properly functioning backup
strategy.
It is no longer enough to back up data using long-proven „B2D2T“
(„Backup to Disk to Tape“) logic to quickly restore individual files
from disk and then complete data sets from tape. Targeted ransomware attacks now go after backups first, before the actual payload data is encrypted. By the time IT realizes what has happened,
backups are often already unusable or deleted. This also happens
with tape copies, unless they have been physically removed from
the system (air gap).

The consequences for backup
The increased ransomware attacks have several implications for
backup strategy, leading to increased complexity.

#1 – Minimized RTO requires flash storage
The largest share of the costs incurred by a successful ransomware attack is IT downtime. The faster the data required for daily
operations can be recovered, the better the overall costs can be
kept under control. The RTO (Recovery Time Objective - the time
allowed to elapse in order to recover data) therefore plays a major
role. To keep the RTO as low as possible, fast storage systems
are needed that can quickly rebuild data from many incrementals.
In addition, modern backup software offers the option of starting virtual machines directly from the backup during recovery (at
Veeam this is called InstantRecovery®) to further reduce downtime. Flash-equipped storage has therefore established itself as
the primary backup target. Since these are still significantly more
expensive than hard disk storage, data is usually only kept on the
flash storage for a few days.

Shortening the RTO ensures that data is
available again quickly.

#2 – Storage for backup to disk must be
scalable and secure
In the second instance, less expensive disk storage is the better
solution. Since it can sometimes take weeks for ransomware to
make itself felt in the form of encryption, data must be stored for
the long term here. In addition, data volumes are growing exponentially in all areas. Normal RAID systems are therefore no longer
adequate as NAS, as they scale poorly and are not designed for
long-term operation. Instead, disk systems are needed that are
explicitly designed for years of storage and whose capacity can be
expanded at any time (scale up).
In addition, to guard against the threat of backups being encrypted by targeted attacks,
special protections must be applied to long-term
disk backups. We have explained more about
this in our white paper „Protecting backups from
ransomware“.

Download at https://fastlta.com/dl-proctecting-backups

#3 – Air Gap requires offline media
On a regular basis, complete data sets have to be offloaded to
offline-capable media that have to be kept physically separate from
the storage system (air gap). This is why tape has experienced a
kind of revival since 2016 with the emergence of the first serious
ransomware attacks, which continues to this day. Depending on
the data volume and RPO strategy (Recovery Point Objective: How
far do I have to, but also how far can I go back in my backups to
fully recover data), the tape infrastructure that serves this purpose
alone can be quite complex and high-maintenance. Since offline
media is only used for recovery in extreme cases, it must also be
as inexpensive as possible. The only thing cheaper than tape is
actually no tape, i.e. doing without a complete additional infrastructure with its own maintenance contract.

The Silent Brick is an Air-Gap capable storage
container for the Silent Brick System

#4 – Costs and maintenance promote object
stores
Before the advent of ransomware, the trend was clearly away from
tape due to its complicated handling and high maintenance requirements. The drive to resume this trend is being met by object storage, which was initially available as cloud-only storage. However,
since many want to retain control over their data (or have to due
to regulations), S3-compatible object storage has become established, providing this functionality locally - on premises. Through
intelligent data management in the backup software, the number
of full backups (e.g. for the Air Gap) and the required capacity can
be significantly reduced by offloading to this storage. If data sets
are now also protected by „immutability“ (regular snapshots that
can only be accessed via a separate admin account), many tape
instances can be replaced. Disadvantage: In most cases, another
storage system is needed for this, in addition to those mentioned
above.

In the Silent Brick System, each volume can also be provisioned as an S3-compatible share,
enabling parallel use as on-promise object storage

Our Youtube channel features an increasing
number of recordings and tutorials.
https://fastlta.com/youtube

The goal: reducing complexity
A typical backup storage environment thus consists of flash arrays,
multiple disk instances, tape for Air Gap and S3-compatible object
storage. Since in many cases existing infrastructure is to continue to be used - at least until the end of depreciation or expiry of
the maintenance contract - this results in heterogeneous storage
structures with up to four and more different systems, user interfaces, maintenance contracts and contact persons. The complexity
of such an environment scares off many IT managers and requires
considerable consulting effort. Modern backup storage systems
promise lower administration and maintenance efforts at reduced
costs, but often do not cover all aspects and/or require a complete
replacement of existing infrastructure.

„Start Anywhere“ with the Silent Brick System
With the Silent Bricks from FAST LTA, there is a storage system
that can cover all the aspects described above - completely, but
also individually. Silent Bricks are individually configurable storage units that can be used as NAS (via SMB/NFS), VTL or also as
S3-compatible object storage. There is a choice of flash and disk
mounting as well as conventional and mobile storage containers.
Each area scales independently and at any time. If the replacement
of a standard RAID with disk-based Silent Bricks is planned for the
beginning, further areas - flash storage, Air Gap as VTL or the use
as S3-compatible object storage - can be retrofitted at any time. In
most cases, a simple expansion of the storage capacity is sufficient here, which significantly reduces the incremental costs.
The reward in the end is a storage system that meets all the requirements of modern backup strategies, significantly reduces complexity, and amounts to a clear cost reduction in the long term.
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